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Abstract: This research aims to: 1) develop the Prezi application media for mathematics learning on the topic of spatial structures in elementary schools, 2) describe the feasibility of the Prezi application media for mathematics learning on the topic of spatial structures in elementary schools through the validation assessment by media experts and subject matter experts. The use of the Prezi application media to display sound media, animated movements, and images falls under the Research and Development (R&D) category. The research conducted by the researcher consists of several stages: (1) information and research collection, (2) media production planning, (3) initial product development, (4) preliminary product testing, (5) validation by media experts and subject matter experts, (6) product revision, and (7) final product design. The data collection techniques used in this study include observation, questionnaires, and interviews. Two instruments are utilized: assessment sheets for subject matter experts and media experts. Qualitative and quantitative analysis techniques are employed to analyze the collected data, converting average scores into categorized values. The research and development results include: 1) utilizing Prezi to create a learning media product for mathematics on the topic of spatial structures with engaging and interactive features, and 2) the feasibility of the Prezi media, as assessed by media experts, is 80%, categorized as “Good” and deemed feasible. According to subject matter experts, the feasibility of the Prezi media obtained a score of 75%, categorized as “Good” and deemed feasible. Media experts’ validation results for the Prezi application media yielded a “Good” rating. Based on the above explanations, the development of Prezi-assisted learning media for spatial structures in the sixth grade at Godegan Elementary School is suitable for mathematics learning.
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1 Introduction

It is essential to give full attention and support to education so that society can achieve better progress and development (Xezonaki, 2023; Widodo et al., 2023). According to Law No. 20/2003 on the National Education System, education is a deliberate and planned effort to create a learning environment and learning process that facilitates the active development of learners’ potential, including spiritual aspects, self-control, personality, intelligence, noble character, and skills needed for themselves, society, nation, and state. The national education system is the overall educational components that are interconnected in an integrated manner to achieve national education goals (Dahal et al., 2022; Dahal et al., 2023).

Mathematics is one of the subjects faced at almost all levels of education, from early elementary school to college (Nugroho, Trisniawati & Rhosyida, 2022). In the development of Curriculum 2013 (K13) in Indonesia, learning mathematics in elementary schools in grades 4-6 is separated from thematic learning because the content of mathematics has differences with other subject content. According to Kemdikbud (2016: 2), to master abstract mathematical concepts, thinking skills in the 4Cs are needed, namely creative, critical thinking, communicative, and collaborative. Mathematics is considered one of the subjects contents that requires a deeper understanding of the material compared to other subjects’ contents in elementary school (Dahal, Luitel & Pant, 2022).

Teaching mathematics in elementary schools has its importance because mathematics is a subject that provides important provisions for life and learning in other fields of science (Haris & Ahmad, 2022). Mathematics involves understanding numbers and calculations, including logical reasoning skills and problem-solving related to numbers. Mathematics is also an exact and systematically structured field of knowledge. By studying mathematics, students will develop good logical thinking skills and be able to apply them in everyday life. However, sometimes...
some students find math difficult, uninteresting, and dull (Zulyadaini, 2016). Therefore, this problem should be a serious concern, especially at the elementary school level, the primary stage in the student learning process.

Math needs to be presented in a fun way for students to motivate them to learn math. Teachers have various ideas or creativity to grab students’ attention and foster motivation, one of which is by connecting mathematical material with everyday situations in life so that students can understand how mathematical problems have relevance and can be solved in their daily context (Papadakis & Kalogiannakis, 2020; 2022). In mathematics, students must use diagrams, symbols, models, and images to develop their thinking skills (Setiawan, 2020). Math also involves skills in identifying patterns and finding solutions to existing problems. Meyers (in Sulianto, 2008) said that a person can think critically when they can understand the content and theory of their field of study. Therefore, for students to think critically about mathematics, they must understand mathematics learning well. Currently, there are various difficulties and obstacles in the delivery of mathematics learning (Fitri & Amelia, 2021).

Learning can be done in person or online (Yirci et al., 2023). According to Dewi (in Rosali, 2020), online learning is a discovery in education that overcomes the challenges of providing various learning resources. Online learning is an effective and efficient breakthrough in the teaching and learning process that suits the needs of students (Dewi, 2017). The learners’ characteristics determine the success of a learning model or media. Online learning has advantages, such as improving learners’ skills in using technology (mobile phones or computers), the flexibility of learning anywhere, covering a wide range of learners, and facilitating the improvement and storage of learning materials. In addition, online learning media can train students’ independence. Students can learn independently without relying on direct guidance from the teacher. They can collaborate with learning media as if exchanging responses with a teacher (Widjayanti et al., 2018).

At the elementary school level, the subject of building spaces in mathematics is often less attractive and preferred by students. An interview with the mathematics teacher at SD 1 Godegan on October 22, 2020, revealed that grade VI students still have difficulty understanding the material of building spaces. Students only learn through textbooks and worksheets without any direct explanation. In addition, students have not been actively involved in learning due to the limited learning media that can support the learning process that provides opportunities for students to understand the material, improve thinking skills, and develop reasoning skills that are hampered (Kalogiannakis & Papadakis, 2020; 2022; Sari et al., 2021).

Learning media is a device or instrument used in the educational process, whether in the form of imagery, audio, audiovisual, or multimedia (Papadakis, Kalogiannakis & Gözüm, 2022). Learning media is very important in supporting the effectiveness of the learning process in the classroom. In online learning, the development of learning media needs to be aligned with the growth of students’ intelligence so that they can easily capture the material being taught (Wiryanto, 2020). However, some teachers face obstacles in delivering material by making application-based learning materials (Rigianti, 2020). In addition, the lack of teacher knowledge and skills in creating applications that can support student understanding is also a challenge. One of the obstacles teachers and students often face related to learning media is learning the material of building space. Based on the previously mentioned constraints, researchers are interested in adopting Prezi application media in teaching the material of building space to grade VI students at SD 1 Godegan. Prezi application is software used for online presentations and also serves as a tool for exposing and sharing ideas through virtual platforms (Perron & Stearns, 2010). The program contained in the Prezi application facilitates users to enlarge and shrink the media to be presented more flexibly. In addition, the Prezi application can make learning more interesting because it presents material dynamically (Ampera, 2017). This application media can be accessible online and offline through computers, laptops, and cell phones. In addition, this Prezi application has more remarkable, engaging, and varied themes than other presentation applications. So that in conveying space-building material to students, teachers can be more helpful during online and offline learning. Furthermore, it is hoped that the material can be conveyed well so that the indicators in the curriculum can be achieved (Papadakis, Alexandraki & Zaranis, 2021). Based on this with the Prezi application media, it is necessary to develop Prezi-assisted learning media.

2 Methods

This research uses a development research method with a research design following the Research and Development (R&D) model. The development research method produces a specific product and tests its effectiveness (Sugiyono, 2015, p. 407). In this study, the development model adopted followed the practical techniques recommended by Borg & Gall and adapted...
by Arcana et al. (2014). The development process consists of three steps: exploratory studies, initial product development, expert validation, and product revision. The research subjects in the pilot test were grade VI students. The research subjects were grade VI students of SD 1 Godegan for a limited field trial totalling eight people. The research sample used a random sampling technique. The research subjects for the primary respondents were grade VI students of SD 1 Godegan, totaling 24 people.

The data analysis techniques used in this study include three methods, namely observation, questionnaires, and interviews. According to Arikunto (Abidin & Purbawanto, 2015), research instruments refer to tools or facilities researchers use to collect data more efficiently. In this study, the research instruments consisted of feasibility instruments assessed by expert researchers as well as feasibility assessment instruments from teachers on the enhanced Prezi application media. The feasibility determination is based on the ideal criteria set by Widoyoko (2009).

The accumulated data is then presented. The proportion/percentage of results is obtained by computing the average value of responses based on the assessment apparatus of the reviewer (material experts and media experts). The calculation of the percentage of suitability was carried out using the formula proposed by Sudijono (2011):

\[
\text{Percentage of perfection for each aspect} = \frac{\sum \text{average score}}{\sum \text{maximum score for each aspect}} \times 100
\]

\[
\text{Overall perfection percentage} = \frac{\sum \text{overall average score}}{\sum \text{overall maximum score}} \times 100
\]

This Prezi application media development research is decided by the minimum product feasibility value in the C (Enough) category. Suppose the average evaluation score by material experts, media experts, and grade VI class teachers of SD 1 Godegan is at least C (Sufficient). In that case, the product developed is considered valid and feasible.

3 Results

The results of this research and development are to determine the validity and practicality of Prezi media in learning mathematics of building spaces carried out at SD 1 Godengan Yogyakarta.

3.1 Product Planning

3.1.1 Potential and problems

Based on the interview conducted at SD 1 Godegan, the researcher identified several problems. Some problems include students having difficulty understanding abstract mathematics and symbols, lack of focus during learning due to uninteresting teaching media used by the teacher, and the instructional process relying more on conventional methods as there is a lack of interactive learning media to support the delivery of materials.

3.1.2 Data collection

In the next stage, the researcher collected information to understand the student’s needs regarding the researched and developed learning media. This was done through observation and interviews. Through direct observation of the learning process, it was observed that the students were engaged in conversations with their peers because the learning was uninteresting and monotonous using conventional methods, where the teacher only relied on textbooks, student books, and limited media. Meanwhile, interviews with the 6th-grade teacher at SD 1 Godegan revealed challenges in delivering mathematics lessons, as students found it difficult to understand and not enjoyable due to their lack of focus during the lessons.

3.1.3 Product results

(1) Product Development Design includes competency maps and framework development.

(2) Pre-production: In this stage, the researcher prepares the tools and materials used to create the Prezi media, such as a PC/Laptop, Prezi media creation website application, arrangement of learning objectives (KI/KD), solid geometry materials, solid geometry images, and supporting sample images.

(3) production includes designing the Prezi media application and arranging the Prezi media.

3.1.4 Product validation

Product validation by Media Experts, Subject Matter Experts, and Teachers. The validation is conducted by three experts: a subject matter expert, a media expert, and a teacher. The following are the validation results from the subject matter expert and media expert. (Figure 1 to 8)
The title section is the opening page containing the topic’s title being discussed in the Prezi media. It already includes instructions for usage.

This section presents steps or instructions for using the Prezi application media.

This section presents the Core Competencies (KI), Basic Competencies (KD), Indicators, and Objectives of the solid geometry topic presented through the Prezi application media.

Figure 1  Title section of Prezi media

Figure 2  Usage instructions section of Prezi media

Figure 3  KI, KD, indicators, and objectives section

Figure 4  Section on understanding solid geometry

Figure 5  Section on types of solid geometry
3.1.5 Material expert validation

Based on the validation results from Material Expert 1, an expert lecturer, the product achieved a perfection score of 78.75. Meanwhile, Material Expert 2, a teacher, scored the product with a perfect score of 86.25. When averaged, the overall perfection percentage for both material experts is 82.5%. According to the scale of perfection percentage, the product falls into the category of “very good,” indicating its validity and suitability for use.

3.1.6 Media expert validation

The validation results for the perfection score of the product by Media Expert 1, an expert lecturer, is 80, while Media Expert 2, a teacher, achieved a score of 92. The average perfection percentage for both media experts is 86%, falling into the category of “very good” on the scale of perfection percentage. Therefore, the product is considered valid and suitable for use.

4 Discussion

4.1 Development of Prezi application media

The Prezi application media was developed through the product planning phase, identifying potential and problems obtained from teacher interviews. Based on the identified problems and potential, the researcher aimed to develop an interactive multimedia application engaging for mathematics learning. The development of Prezi media went through stages such as product development design, pre-production, and production. However, this Prezi application has some limitations, such as the inability to use hyperlinks and certain features being locked because it is a paid application.

4.2 Media validity evaluation

The validity of the media was assessed based on the evaluation criteria by subject matter experts, media experts, and teachers. The evaluation results indicated that the content and
the Prezi application media were categorized as “Very Good,” signifying their suitability and idealness for use. (See Figure 9)
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**Figure 9** Level of validation by media experts and subject matter experts

According to the research conducted by Widowati and Purwanto (2018) on developing Prezi-based learning media to enhance students’ critical thinking skills on the respiratory system of living organisms, Prezi media offers several advantages. These advantages include the ability to zoom in on small texts without blurring, accessibility both online and offline, clear instructions for usage, user-friendly operations, and engaging content with visuals, formulas, and example problems related to solid geometry.

5 Conclusion

Based on the research, analysis, and discussion, the following conclusions can be drawn development of Prezi Application Media for Solid Geometry in Mathematics for Grade VI Elementary School Students The development of Prezi application media for solid geometry in mathematics for Grade VI students at SD 1 Godegan is a multimedia learning tool designed using the Prezi website and extracted into an application format. The purpose of developing this media is to facilitate students in understanding the delivered learning material (Papadakis et al., 2022). This interactive media was developed through research and development (R&D). Validity of Prezi Media for Solid Geometry in Mathematics for Grade VI Elementary School Students The validity of the Prezi application media for mathematics in Grade VI has been developed and evaluated by subject matter experts and media experts to assess the feasibility, including the validity and practicality of the media product. The validation results from the subject matter expert indicate a “Good” rating. The validation results from the media expert also indicate a “Good” rating. From the above explanation, it can be concluded that the development of Prezi application media for solid geometry in mathematics for Grade VI at SD 1 Godegan is suitable for implementation in solid geometry mathematics learning.
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